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Direct Marketing has become more popular in Hong Kong in recent years. 
Direct Mail has been misunderstood and is believed to be the equivalent 
of Direct Marketing. 
Direct Mail is just one part of the total Direct Marketing arena. 
It is not uncommon for an average individual (frequently a credit card 
holder, either male or female, any individual, with different educational 
backgrounds) to have the experience of receiving many mail pieces targeted to 
him^. 
Direct response TV, telemarketing, door-to-door selling, and other • 
elements seem to be common and popular in Hong Kong. Presently, direct 
response TV commercials can be found on the Cantonese channels ofTVB (Jade) 
and ATV (Home). Telemarketing (marketing via telephone) is usually used in 
conjunction with these commercials, and is also employed on other occasions. 
1 In this paper, "he", "him"，"his"，are assumed to include both sexes when used in a 
nonspecific or general context. 
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Door-to-door selling also seems to be widely accepted by Hong Kong people. 
Presently, in Hong Kong, companies using the door-to-door approach include 
Amway, Avon, Nu Skin, Sun Rider, etc. 
It seems that Direct Marketing, in general, is a trend in the marketplace 
as well as an opportunity for marketers. 
However, the terminology used can be imprecise. 
Direct Mail (mail sent by a business to a consumer or another business to 
elicit an order) is commonly employed by publishers to solicit subscriptions, by 
credit card or charge card companies to solicit card members, as well as to sell 
merchandise, and by companies to sell business-to-business products. 
Telemarketing (marketing via telephone) is widely used in business-to-
business type selling and in conjunction with other marketing activities. 
Direct response TV is mainly used nowadays to sell jewelry and similar 
merchandise. 
The door-to-door approach is commonly adopted to sell personal care 
products (shampoos, cosmetics, etc.). It is noteworthy that companies such as 
Amway and Avon use a door-to-door personal selling approach to sell personal 
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care products, instead of using mass advertising as do other marketers of such 
goods. Whether the philosophy and the operation of Amway or Avon cany any 
implications for other marketers of personal care products is of vital importance 
because these implications may affect the outlook of the market in the 
foreseeable future. 
Therefore, the objectives of this project are as follows: 
a. To offer insights into the terminology, the process, and the merits of Direct 
Marketing; 
b. To explore the use of Direct Marketing to the local community; 
c. To study a company (Amway) which uses the door-to-door personal 
approach to sell personal care products; 
d. To evaluate the current strategy of the company in term of the 
effectiveness of its Direct Marketing activities; and 
e. To assay the marketing implication for other marketers who use mass 
advertising to sell personal care products. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DIRECT MARKETING: DEFINITIONS, ELEMENTS, HISTORY， 
LITERATURE, BIBLIOGRAPHY 
2.1 DEFINITIONS 
Direct Marketing has been defined by the Direct Marketing Association 
as "an interactive system of marketing which uses one or more advertising media 
to effect a measurable response and/or transaction at any location"�. In this 
definition, Direct Marketing as an interactive marketing system and its 
measurability are emphasized. However, the kinds of advertising media used are 
not specified. 
Another definition (which specifies the media of Direct Marketing) is that 
of the Direct Mail/Marketing Association (DMMA). It defines Direct Marketing 
as "the total of activities by which products and services are offered to market 
segments in one or more media for informational purposes, or to solicit a direct 
response from a present or prospective customer or contributor by mail, 
telephone or other access"�. The media of Direct Marketing thus are offered as 
1 Roberts, Mary L, and Paul D. Berger, ”Direct Marketing Management”, Prentice Hall, 1989, 
Second Edition, p.2. 
2 Stone, Bob,��Successful Direct Marketing Methods^ Carin Books, 1979，Second Edition, p.3. 
Pages 
mail, telephone or other access. This definition also addresses the issues of 
targeted market segments as well as the purposes and the targets of using Direct 
Marketing. Another important phrase in this definition is "direct response". 
Direct Marketing is "direct" in the sense that marketers can communicate with 
customers or prospects directly without the involvement of retailers and 
distributors. 
These two definitions are suggested by professional associations. 
Practitioners in the field of Direct Marketing also have their own 
definitions. 
Drayton Bird, Vice Chairman Worldwide and Executive Creative Director 
at Ogilvy & Mather Direct, suggests that "Direct Marketing is any advertising 
activity which creates and exploits a direct relationship between you and your 
prospect or customer as an individuar^ His definition emphasizes the 
importance of regarding your target as an individual and then developing a direct 
relationship with him. Again, a direct relationship means that there is no 
.middleman between marketers and their customers/prospects. 
Peter Winter, Vice President for Marketing Technology of the Newspaper 
Advertising Bureau, also contributed his efforts in defining Direct Marketing as 
1 Bird, Drayton, "Commonsense Direct Marketing”’ Kogan Page, 1989，Second Edition, p.28. 
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"the distribution of goods, services and information to targeted consumers 
through response advertising, while keeping track of sales, interest, and needs in 
a computer database"�In his definition, the concept of a computer database was 
introduced. 
Merry Bateman, in Hong Kong, described Direct Marketing as "a 
specialized approach to advertising, be it mail, print, television or telephone, that 
solicits an immediate, specific response; a response which can identify eveiy 
A 
customer，and be measured against every dollar spent to get those customers'. 
Her description also suggested the various media of Direct Marketing and 
emphasized the importance of an immediate and specific response, the 
identifiability of each respondent, and the measurability of Direct Marketing. 
1 Rapp, Stan and Tom Collins, "The Great Marketing Turnaround: The Age of the Individual 
and How to Profit from It"，Prentice Hall, 1990. 
2 Bateman, Merry, "Direct Marketing in Asia: DM Bandwagon Gains Speed"，Asian 
Advertising & Marketing, June 1989，pp.18-29. 
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2.2 ADVANTAGES OF USING DIRECT MARKETING 
The above definitions encompass the benefits of using Direct Marketing 
in the marketplace. In general, Direct Marketing offers several advantages over 
conventional marketing. These advantages include precision targeting, 
personalization, a call for immediate response and measurability^'^. 
2.2.1 Precision Targeting 
Since Direct Marketing emphasizes the importance of targeted market 
segments, regards the customer/prospect as an individual and builds direct 
relationship with every single individual, it allows precision targeting. Meanwhile, 
it takes promotion dollars and directs them to the most likely prospects with great 
accuracy. 
2.2.2 Personalization 
Direct Marketing also enables marketers to address a person by name so 
that each person who receives the message may be (at least in principle) 
convinced that the product/service offered is particularly relevant to him. This 
is especially vital, as it can be the basis of a long-term relationship, involving 
potential future purchases of a wide range of goods. 
1 Nash, Edward L.，""Direct Marketing:Strategy,Planning, Execution", McGraw Hill Company, 
1988, Second Edition, pp.3-6. 
2 Roberts and Berger, o/?. c/V., pp.3-5. 
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2.2.3 Immediate Response 
Direct Marketing messages ask for immediate and direct responses from 
prospects and customers, while conventional advertising (that is, the traditional 
"above the line" media advertising realm) aims primarily at building brand image 
and changing attitudes. In fact, in all media of Direct Marketing, 
prospects/customers are asked to take actions, either placing orders (order 
generation) or expressing their interest in the product/service offered {lead 
generation), 
2.2.4 Measurability 
Given the potential strengths of Direct Marketing, it can be seen that 
broadly speaking, it offers direct marketers the opportunity to measure what 
percentage of the total targeted groups is responsive and who those responsive 
people are. Direct marketers can also manipulate the offer (which includes the 
product), the creative elements, the media (which includes lists), 
timing/sequencing and customer service^ to measure the effectiveness of 
particular elements in contributing to successful Direct Marketing campaigns. 
1 Roberts and Berger, op.cit.,p.5. 
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2.3 EMERGENCE OF DIRECT MARKETING 
2.3.1 The Marketplace 
The "turnaround" trends in marketing identified by Stan Rapp and Tom 
Collins suggest that the advantages of Direct Marketing will enable direct 
marketers to out-perform traditional mass marketers in the changing market 
environment. Those turnaround trends include: "from unknown to identified 
prospects and customers, from advertising monologue to consumer dialogue, n*oni 
passive consumers to involved participants, and fh)m mass marketing to direct 
mass marketing"^ 
As far as the external environment is concerned, the emergence of Direct 
Marketing in the U.S. can be accounted for by "the changing demographics and 
lifestyles, the demands on personal time, overcrowding by too many new products， 
services, and stores, the weakening of the magic of network television advertising, 
the decline in brand loyalty"^, and "the coming of the computer" .^ 
1 Rapp and Collins, op. cit. 
2 Rapp and Collins, Ibid” pp.11-32. 
Nash, op. cit., p.9. 
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2.3.2 Reasons for the Growth of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong 
The Hong Kong marketplace^ possesses elements which are favorable to 
the growth of Direct Marketing, as will be detailed below. Thus, the number of 
Direct Marketing agencies has increased to around forty^ since the establishment 
of the first direct agency, Ogilvy & Mather Direct, in 1980. 
2.3.2.1 The Environment 
Keen competition among rivals has forced marketers to launch new 
products targeted to different market segments. As significant product innovation 
seems to have become more difficult as compared to the old days, advertising 
seems to become more important in boosting sales. However, intense 
competition for prime-time advertising has increased the cost of advertising 
through television. Meanwhile, the popularity of video cassette recorder (VCR) 
ownership in Hong Kong households has also made "zapping" a threat to the 
effectiveness of TV advertisements. Therefore, marketers started to look for new 
communication channels. 
2.3.2.2 Consumers 
The attitudes of people in Hong Kong toward mass products are also 
changing. We are no longer satisfied with standardized mass products. We 
demand more customization of products and services. Therefore, Direct 
1 Chen, Monica and Edmund Cheng, "An Overview of the Direct Marketing Industry in Hong 
Kong\ MBA Project, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1989, pp.5-8. 
2 Media, June 21，1991, p.l4. 
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Marketing which regards the customer/prospect as an individual seems intuitively 
to be an appropriate promotion tool for these kinds of customized products or 
services. 
In the meantime, the increasing popularity of credit cards which encourage 
consumers to purchase expensive items and simplify payment methods, has also 
contributed to the growth of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong. In fact, lists of 
credit card ownership serve as an important source of mailing lists. 
2.3.2.3 Technology 
Advancement in computer technology has also contributed to the 
development of the Direct Marketing industry in Hong Kong. Computer 
technology enables list brokers to cany out audience segmentation, although "de-
duplication" of names in mailing lists is still a problem, exacerbated by the 
variability of the forms of Chinese names, especially in Hong Kong, and the issue 
of Chinese characters (hanzi). Word processors also facilitate the generation of 
personalized sales letters. 
2.3.2.4 Forerunners of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, Direct Marketing in the contemporary sense probably 
started in the late seventies. In the early stages, the market was dominated by 
direct mail companies like Reader's Digest, Franklin Mint, and American 
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Express^ 
In fact, Reader's Digest arrived in Hong Kong in 1968^ . American Express 
started its Hong Kong dollar card business in 1978^ . Since then, they have been 
the most prominent players in the field of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong. 
The first direct agency in town was Ogilvy & Mather Direct which was 
opened by Mr. Godfrey Rooke^ in July 1980. As a matter of fact, Ogilvy & 
Mather was the advertising agency for American Express. 
Subsequently, other giants in the traditional advertising field entered the 
business of Direct Marketing^. J. Walter Thompson Direct was opened in 1985. 
Leo Burnett then established its DM organization in October 1986. Other 
advertising agencies having extended their business into Direct Marketing include 
Saatchi & Saatchi Direct, Kobs & Draft Direct Marketing, McCann-Erickson Direct, 
etc. 
1 Bingham, Clara, "Hong Kong Embraces Direct Marketing", Asian Advertising & Marketing, 
December 1986, p. 12. 
2 Bateman, locxit., p.20. 
3 Bingham, Ibid., p.l3. 
4 Rooke has spent his entire career in advertising, both in general advertising and direct 
marketing. His career started in London, and he later worked in Africa managing the Coca-
Cola account for 36 countries. The next stop was Canada, managing the national operation 
of a major U.S. agency. In 1980 he founded O&M direct in Hong Kong. He was elected 
Chairman of the Hong Kong Direct Mail/Marketing Association (HKDMMA) in 1988. 
(Abstracted from Notes of the 1991 Asian Direct Marketing Symposium) 
5 Bingham, Ibid” p. 14. 
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Asian-owned Direct Marketing agencies were also founded in this early 
stage. Times Direct Marketing was founded by Mr. Hermann Chan in 1982. It 
began as a list brokerage firm, compiling, developing and supplying all-important 
databases^ Now it owns subsidiaries in Singapore, Malaysia, Bangkok, and San 
Francisco. It has been organizing the Asian Direct Marketing Symposium in 
Hong Kong and in Singapore in recent years. 
Presently (as noted), there are approximately forty Direct Marketing 
agencies or lists brokers in Hong Kong. 
1 Bateman，loc.cit.,p.2J0. 
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2.4 FACTORS AFFECTING CONSUMERS' 
BUYING THROUGH DIRECT MARKETING 
Since there is no involvement of retailers or distributors between marketers 
and customers /prospects in Direct Marketing, it is normal for customers or 
prospects to make buying decisions in-home after they have received messages 
targeted to them. 
Peter L. Gillet^ reviewed the attitude of in-home shoppers^ (those who 
J 
buy through Direct Marketing) in 1976. The review indicated that there were two 
factors affecting consumers' attitude toward in-home shopping (buying through 
Direct Marketing). The two factors were "convenience" and "perceived risk". 
2.4.1 Convenience 
The review suggested that consumers are generally motivated by the factor 
of shopping convenience. In fact, it indicated that there is a positive relationship 
between in-home buying and the general convenience-orientation^. 
1 Gillet, Peter L.，"In-home Shoppers - An Overview", Journal of Marketing, October 1976, 
pp.81-88. 
2 In Peter L. Gillet，s review article, the focus was on in-home shoppers who buy through 
catalogs. However, the factors identified seem to be applicable to buyers who buy through 
Direct Marketing in general. 
3 Convenience orientation was measured by measuring household possession of items such 
as credit and charge cards, multiple telephones, number of automobiles，and number of 
newspapers and shelter magazines in the home. 
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2.4.2 Perceived Risk 
In general, people who shopped in-home had higher tolerance for 
perceived risk, since the perceived risk in buying in-home was higher than it was 
with in- store buying. 
The review also suggested that the product "is not necessarily the most 
important determinant of the success or failure of an in-home sale; prior shopping 
experience, the quality of the product description, its price, delivery, guarantee 
policies also interact to influence the degree of the perceived shopping risk"\ 
Meanwhile, the degree of perceived risk is not homogeneous among 
different products, actually varying by products. It is the highest for high-priced 
and personalized items. 
2.4.3 Economy 
Subsequent research studies, involving individual consumers and 
organization buyers respectively, suggested a third factor should be introduced in 
addition to convenience and perceived risk. The newly introduced factor was 
economy^ ，3 • The three factors altogether influence people's attitude toward 
1 Gillet, loc.cit. 
2 Churchill，Gilbert A” "Marketing Research 一 Methodological Foundations"’ Dryden, 1987, 
Fourth Edition, Appendix 12A, 14B, 15B, 16A. 
3 Churchill, Gilbert A., "Marketing Research 一 Methodological Foundations^ Dryden, 1991， 
Fifth Edition, Appendix 13A, 15B, 16B, 17A. 
J 
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buying through Direct Marketing. 
Those research studies reinforced what had been suggested by Peter L. 
GiUet: both individual consumers and organizational buyers are motivated by 




2.5 DIRECT MARKETING MEDIA 
2.5.1 Direct Mail 
David Ogilvy has mused on "Direct mail, my first love and secret weapon, 
in the avalanche of new business acquisitions which made Ogilvy & Mather an 
instant success"^ In fact, direct mail (as noted) is only one component, although 
probably the principal one, of the broader Direct Marketing industry. 
Direct mail can be divided into two categories, namely, solo mailings and 
catalogs^. Solo mailings are mailing piece that emphasizes a single product or 
service, while catalogs contain a line of merchandise ~ general or specialty, 
narrow or deep. 
As far as mailings are concerned, issues regarding mailing lists have to be 
discussed prior to the discussions of the advantages of solo mailings and catalogs 
and the effective design of these packages. 
2.5.1.1 Mailing lists 
There are four kinds of mailing lists. They are response lists, compiled 
lists, business lists and house lists^. 
1 Ogilvy, David, "Direct Mail, My First Love and Secret Weapon", Ogilvy on Advertising, Pan 
Books, 1983, pp.143-149. 
2 Roberts and Berger, op.cit.,p.2G. 
3 Nash, o/7.aV.,pp.79-86. 
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Response lists 
Response lists are also called buyers，lists or mail-order lists. The names 
are those who have identified themselves voluntarily as people with a specific 
interest and who have demonstrated they are willing to respond to a Direct 
Marketing offer provided there is proper motivation. 
Compiled lists 
Compiled lists are lists (usually involving ultimate consumers) which 
contain names and addresses gathered from directories, automobile registrations, 
association memberships or others. The main difference between compiled lists 
and response lists is that in the former there is no indication of willingness to 
respond or not. 
Business lists 
Basically, business lists are the same as compiled lists. However, business 
lists contain names of any types of executives in any sizes of business. Business 
lists are also compiled. They are compiled for business-to-business selling. One 
example is the directory prepared by Dun & Bradstreet. 
House lists 
A house list is owned by a company itself. It can be produced by 
accumulating names in every transaction in its Direct Marketing activities. House 
lists may be lists of inquiries, of orders, of sales leads, of contest entrants, or 
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whatever. A house list can be used for future resale, renting out, or swapping 
with other companies. 
2.5.1.2 List processing 
List processing^ includes the activities of duplication elimination, list 
cleaning, list suppression^, etc. 
Merge/purge 
Duplication elimination is also known as "merge/purge". In fact, 
duplication elimination or merge/purge is a process of matching names and 
addresses from several lists against each other, searching for similarities and 
consolidating duplications. It is required because, nowadays, marketers often 
make use of several lists rather than using just one^. Problems of name and 
address duplications arise. In Asia, these problems are more common compared 
to the west. This is mainly due to three factors: the inconsistency of name formats 
in Asian countries {my name can be in the form of Ng Yuk Kwan; Ng Yuk-kwan; 
Ng Yuk Kwan, Ivan; Ng Yuk-kwan, Ivan; Ivan Y.K Ng; Ivan Ng or otherforms); the 
general lack of national standard of addresses {Alexandra Home in Hong Kong's 
Central business district lies on a plot of land located at the junction of Charter. 
1 Lists selection, formatting and ordering are other important issues in effective uses of 
mailing lists. Readers who have keen interest in these areas are suggested to read "Roberts 
and Berger, op.cit., pp.94-121" and "Nash, op.cit” pp.79-110". 
2 Nash, Ibid, p.l04. 
3 Finch, Peter, "Revitalizing the Mailing List", World Executive's Digest, April 1989，p.51. 
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Roady Des Voeux Road Central, Ice House Street. Which street address to use is 
realty up to each individual tenant to decide，depending on likes and dislikes.); and 
the lack of relatively sophisticated de-duplication software^ 
List cleaning 
l ist cleaning enables marketers to identify names which are no longer at 
the listed addresses. 
List suppression 
List suppression is the suppression of selected names, performed by 
computer matching techniques. The names which might be suppressed include, 
firstly, people who have indicated that they not be sent mail of any kind; and 
second, who are already in your house list (your existing customers) while you are 
sending introductory offers; and who have indicated that they prefer to receive 
mail only from companies they do business with. 
2.5.1.3 Solo mailings 
Direct mail (solo) packages offer several benefits in addition to the 
advantages offered by Direct Marketing in general. These advantages include, 
firstly, virtually unlimited choice of formats; and second, no direct competition for 
1 Chan, Hermann, "Who said there's no solution?", DM Times, Times Direct Marketing, May-
June 91, pp.1-4. 
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the readers' attention; and the unique capability to involve the recipient^'^. 
Direct mail packages also allow for a wide choices of format, ranging from 
small size to large size, varying in number of inserts, etc. While they are read, 
there is no direct competition for the recipient's attention, at least for a limited 
period of time. In addition, devices in mail packages, such as quizzes, tokens, 
stamps, etc. can be used to stimulate and retain the interest of the recipient and 
open a dialogue with him. 
Although there are virtually unlimited format choices for direct mail 
packages, it is still be helpful to grasp a common direct mail package format: 
A outer envelope, letter, brochure, response device, and reply envelope . 
For best results, no two of these pieces should be attached to each other. 
All the pieces should be linked to each other with similar design features. Every 
piece in the package must stand and sell on its own"^ . 
Outer Envelope 
The outer envelope is the headline of direct mail. A good outer envelope 
1 Stone, op.cit.’ pp.191-192. 
2 Roberts and Berger, op.cit., pp.218-219, 
3 Roberts and Berger, Ibid., pp.224-239. 
4 Vickers, Robert, "How to Design Effective Direct Response Packages", Asian Advertising 
& Marketing, Dec. 1986’ p.28. 
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of a direct mail piece can get the recipient to open it. A good outer envelope 
may bear an offer or a headline on the front of it. Other techniques seeking to 
increase curiosity include the use of involvement devices, indication of implied 
value, urgency, no indication of sender's name, etc\ 
The curiosity of readers can be aroused through provocative headlines, 
incomplete statements and quizzes on the envelope. Involvement devices include 
tokens, stamps, enclosures, etc. which can all increase the rate of opening. 
Implied value of the contents of an envelope can be indicated on the front of the 
envelope. An urgency appeal can be achieved through indication of the 
expiration date on the envelope. 
Letter 
To write an effective sales letter, preparation should be done, and several 
principles should be followed^. 
Three things have to be considered prior to the writing task: firstly, identify 
and limit your audience; second, find out what exactly what the needs of this 
group are; and third determine precisely what you want your readers to do after 
reading your sales letter. 
1 Nash, op. ciL, pp.306-310. 
2 Kolin, Philip C.，"Sales Letters that Tell and Sell"，World Executive's Digest’ March 1989， 
p.l6. 
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Each sales letter should follow four principles: firstly, getting the reader's 
attention; second, highlighting the product's appeal; and third, showing the 
customer the product's application, and ending with a specific request for action. 
Techniques used to arouse the reader's attention can be: firstly, asking a 
question which is of relevance to your readers and also relevant to your 
product/service; second, promising to tell readers something practical and 
profitable; third, selecting some compliment and appealing to a reader's ego; and 
fourth, offering a free gift, and comparing your product/service with conventional 
products or procedures. 
Once the reader's attention is gained, the letter should call attention to the 
product's appeal. That means describing the product/service in ways that indicate 
that it is so attractive, so necessary, so profitable that the reader want to buy or 
use it. The description should appeal to the reader's intellect or emotions while 
at the same time introducing the product/service. 
Evidence of the value of the product/service should be given. The 
emphasis is on the customer's application of the product and not on the product 
or the company itself. 
Specific request for action should be stated clearly. Exact procedures of 
responding to the request should also be included. 
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In general, the letter should use short words (no jargon and no technical 
terms), short sentences (average about 12 words), short paragraphs (no more than 
3 sentences) and look easy to read (uses of underlined subhead)^. 
Brochure 
When there is a complex story to tell, or when there are many 
attributes/benefits of the product that need to be explained, a brochure is 
needed^. There is no standard format for a brochure. However, there are 
guidelines to help produce a competent if not necessarily a great brochure^. 
1. Most readers are not interested in your brochure. Therefore, it is necessary for the copy 
to give the readers instant orientation to the product and its benefits. 
2. There are three types of brochure readers, namely, the casual reader, the interested reader 
and the serious reader. Therefore, the structure and the design of the brochure should aim 
at converting the casual reader to an interested reader, and the interested reader to a 
serious reader. 
3. Brochures are not like ads. The reader may only read the front or back cover of the 
brochure, unlike reading the entire ad at once. Therefore, everything on the front cover 
should get the reader to open the brochure and read it. 
4. You can and should use creative work from your conceptual advertising campaigns in your 
brochures, because a solely informational brochure may not be able to arouse the interest 
of the readers. 
5. The graphic structure inside a brochure is critical. There should be a clear pathway for the 
eye, from the most important to the least important elements. Picture captions normally 
increase reader's attention. Other rules include avoiding all-capitalized words and setting 
appropriate column widths (research shown that an 80 mm line is optimal). 
6. Brochure copy should have a "personal" touch and be warm, involved, friendly, gracious, 
witty, and at times humorous. 
1 Roberts and Berger, op.cit., p.227. 
2 Roberts and Berger, Ibid.’ pp.230-231. 
3 Yale, David R., "Brochure Basic", World Executive's Digest, March 1989, pp.19-21. 
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7. A brochure needs a close. The close should come on the back cover where should also 
contains a smaller version of the headline and a summary of the brochure. The request for 
action should be specific. Whether the objective is asking for an order or merely generating 
a lead should be stated explicitly. 
8. A brochure has a life span which in turn is governed by the stage of the product in its 
product life cycle. Once the product enters another stage in the PLC, or changes in the 
market or in the consumers occur, the brochure should be replaced by a new version. 
9. An alternative to a brochure can be useful. When a buying decision is complex, a cleanly 
formatted, typewritten report which gives detailed information would be better. When the 
brochure's life cycle is short, a presentation folder with pockets is a better alternative 
because of lower cost involved. 
Response Device 
A good response device should be hard to refuse with clearly stated, simple 
and desirable action to be taken indicated. Response devices commonly used 
include a simple order form (or reply card), reply-O-letter, self-mailer, Bangtail 
envelope, and a sticker (to encourage telephone response). 
• A replv-O-letter is a response card, often already filled out, inside a sleeve. All the 
recipient has to do is pull it out and drop it in the mail. 
• A self-mailer is any mailing that does not have a separate envelope. It can contain a reply 
card (to be cut or torn out of the printed piece) or a reply envelope stapled or glued in. 
• A bangtail envelope is an envelope with a second flap, actually, a perforated elongation of 
the envelope flap. The tail is a response device for an offer ancillary to the main purpose 
of the mailing (a bill stuffer, for example). 
Reply Device 
The sales message should be repeated on the flapi. 
•I 
2.5.1.4 Catalog 
Catalogs share the advantages of solo mailing and Direct Marketing in 
general. The success of a catalog lies in merchandise selection and subsidiary 
1 Vickers, loc, cit.，p.30. 
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elements^ 
Merchandise selection is basic. Merchandise to be included in a catalog 
should be relevant the theme, positioning and reason for the catalog. The 
profitability of each item should be determined. Profitable items should be 
retained, others dropped. 
The basic design decisions regarding the catalog are size, format, 
merchandise arrangement, visual presentation, and copy .^ 
The Size 
Size is subject to the number of items, the space each will require for 
effective display, and the constraints posed by the printing process. 
The Format 
There are two basic forms of catalog format: namely, a grid system layout; 
and a free-flowing design. The grid system layout divides the pages into boxes of 
irregular sizes, each of which presents one product. The free-flowing design 
allows for flexibility and creativity while providing a design standard or a 
distinctive look of the catalog. 
1 Stone, op.aV.,pp.231-247. 
2 Roberts and Berger, o/7.d^ .,pp.284-293. 
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Merchandise Arrangement 
Merchandise arrangement within the catalog should based on the 
understanding of customer shopping and product-use behavior. Generally 
speaking, merchandise can be arranged by category, by typical customer use and 
by buying intention (such as commodity items, shopping items and impulse items). 
Visual Presentation 
Photographs are commonly used to increase the attractiveness of the 
products and the catalog in general. Good photographs should show the details 
of the merchandise and be matched with the copy. When models are used, they 
should not obscure the details of the merchandise, and the models should be 
representative of the target market. Other considerations include color and 
lighting. 
Copy 
Normally, catalog copy begins with a caption or headline that focuses the 
reader's attention. The copy then should be complete, concise and creative, and 
sell. 
2.5.2 Direct Response in Print Media 
Direct response advertisements in print media (either newspapers or 
magazines) can be regarded as an extension or alternative to direct mail\ 
1 Nash, op.cit.，pp.111-113. 
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2.5.2.1 Merits of Direct Response in Print Media 
Under certain circumstances, print media are preferred to direct mail. 
These occasions include economics, credibility and lack of satisfactory lists\ 
Economics 
Print media reach a much larger number of people at much lower cost 
than direct mail. Therefore, print media can be used when the profit margin of 
a product is low. However, they also possess much lower identified affinity levels 
with a given product as compared to the use of direct mail. 
Credibility 
For products which are not very well known or even unknown, direct mail, 
especially solo mailing, may not be so effective because customers/prospects may 
perceive high risk in buying unfamiliar products. Therefore, the credibility of the 
well known print media can be used to benefit the sale of the product. 
Lack of Satisfactory Lists 
When there are no satisfactory lists, for a product or service (although a 
highly targeted and penetrated direct mail campaign would be appropriate), it is 
necessary for marketers to build lists by initial promotion in media (including 
print media) that reach large audiences. This enables marketers to sell 
products/services instantly (order generation) and to make a list for its direct 
mailing (lead generation). 
1 Roberts and Berger, op. dr., pp.332-333. 
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2.5.2.2 Magazines^ 
The positions of direct response advertisements in magazines should be on 
the right hand pages only. If a response coupon is used, it should be on the right-
hand side of a right hand page so that it can be highly visible and easy to remove. 
If the advertisement is less than a full page, it should be placed on the outside of 
the page rather than on the inside. Meanwhile, the preference of advertisement 
position in a magazine, in descending order, is on the first right hand page and 
back cover, on the second right hand page, midbook (preceding editorial matter), 
and back of book (following main editorial section). However, if the magazines 
are Chinese formated, the preference would be given to the left hand side rather 
than the right. 
Besides placing on pages, direct response advertisements in magazines can 
also be put on inserts which provide high visibility. Some popular formats of 
inserts are postcards or business reply envelopes that are either bound in or 
blown in, full page inserts with detachable response coupons, and multipage 
inserts which are either the same size as the publication or smaller. 
Direct response advertising in magazines also enable marketers to conduct 
split runs. That means advertisers/marketers can insert different versions of the 
ad in the same issue of the magazine so that they can evaluate a new product, 
offer, or creative execution at a low cost and short time period. 
1 Roberts and Berger, 0|p.aV.,pp.335-338. 
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2.5.2.3 Newspapers^ 
Newspapers offer several advantages to any advertiser. These advantages 
include frequency, reach, immediacy, and fast response. Newspapers normally are 
published seven days a week and have higher circulations as compared to 
magazines. The lead time is often shorter, from submitting the copy to inclusion 
and printing in a particular edition. If direct marketers use direct response 
advertisements in newspapers, they can know the response rates on a daily basis 
once the newspapers are published. 
2.5.2.4 Elements of direct response advertisements in print media 
Direct response advertisements in print media, including magazines and 
newspapers, do not have the one-to-one environment of direct mail. So the 
elements of direct response advertisements in printed media are different from 
that of direct mail despite similarities. 
A direct response advertisement in a print medium has four basic 
elements, namely, the headline, the copy, the graphics, and the coupon:. 
If the headline promises the strongest and most distinct benefit of the 
product/service, it is more likely for the advertisement to be successful. In 
general, long copy sells more than short copy. Good photographs or drawings can 
1 Roberts and Berger, op. cit., pp.349-350. 
2 Ogilvy, op. cit., pp.145-146. 
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increase the attention and interest of the audience, thus resulting in more sales 
or inquiries. Testimonials, in turn, increase credibility and sales, except 
testimonials by celebrities. Coupons should serve as mini-ads. Good coupons 
should be complete with brand name, promise and a miniature photograph of the 
product. All in all, tidy and well organized layouts increase coupon returns. 
2.5.3 Telemarketing 
Telemarketing (telephone marketing) "comprises the integrated and 
systematic application of telecommunications and information processing 
technologies with management systems to optimize the marketing 
communications mix used by a company to reach its customers. It retains 
personalized customer interaction while simultaneously attempting to better meet 
customer needs and improve cost effectiveness”� 
This definition suggests several features of telemarketing: firstly, 
application of latest technologies; second, integrated with other marketing 
communications mix to achieve synergy; third, promoting a one-to-one 
relationship with customers; and cost saving. 
Telemarketing offers immediate feedback because the interactive dialogue 
of telephone communications allows a rapid assessment of all aspects of the 
program. In addition, apart from face-to-face selling, it is the only medium where 
1 Stone, Bob and John Wyman, ""Successful Telemarketing", Lincolnwood, IL: NTC Business 
Books, 1986, p.5. 
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objections can be stated and overcome^ Meanwhile, it provides incremental 
(even synergistic) effectiveness when it is integrated with other media to form an 
integrated marketing communications program^. Normally, telephone can be 
used to either follow-up to a direct mail campaigns or qualify the prospects prior 
to the campaigns. Clearly, telemarketing shares the benefits of Direct Marketing 
in general. 
2.5.4 Direct Response Television 
Direct response TV is the use of the television medium to cany 
commercials usually designed to elicit a direct response via either telephone or 
mail气 In order to sell, direct response TV has to convert viewers from passivity 
to activity. 
The ideal product using TV is one which requires visual demonstration^. 
In fact, effective direct response TV advertising can set up a problem and 
demonstrate how the product/service can solve it. The demonstration should 
promise not one benefit, but several. In addition, the commercial should also give 
a money back guarantee, include the price, and ask for the order, explicitly and 
urgently. There should be 20 seconds to give information on how to order.. 
1 Bird, op,cit., p.l44. 
Roberts and Berger, op.cit.，p.297. 
3 Bateman, Merry, "Direct Response TV - a Novel Buy for Newsweek", As/an Advertising & 
Marketing’ Feb., 1990, p.50. 
4 Bird, Ibid, pp.142-143. 
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Within the 20 seconds, the telephone number should be repeated at least twdce\ 
However, there were also experiments showing that the number must be shown 
on the screen for at least 25 seconds^. 
The limitation of direct response TV is that the medium is fleeting. The 
audience cannot turn back and see or hear the commercial again (unless it is tape 
recorded). Therefore, it is necessary to repeat the commercials a number of 
times to get real attention^. 
The benefit of using direct response TV advertising is that it enables 
advertisers to assess their purchase of television time by number of orders rather 
than by cost per thousand viewers reached*. 
In Hong Kong, Newsweek magazine was the pioneer in using this medium. 
In 1989，Ball Direct created a 120-second response spot for the magazine. Direct 
response TV is becoming more popular in Hong Kong. 
Besides, Direct Force, a Hong Kong based Direct Marketing agency, 
recently produced Hotline TV; thus making local history as the first direct 
1 Ogilvy, op.cit. ’ p. 149. 
2 Bateman, loc.cit., p.50. 
3 Bird, op.cit., pp.142-143. 
4 Ogilvy, Ibid., p.l49. 
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response TV shopping programmed 
2.5.5 Cable TV 
Cable television networks have highly specialized programming with 
capabilities of geographic targeting, clientele targeting at a relatively low cost (as 
compared to mass TV advertising), thus enabling advertisers to reach viewers who 
are really likely to customers^. 
In Hong Kong, the cable franchise was awarded to Hong Kong 
Communication, and Cable TV service was scheduled to start in 1991. However, 
as the Hong Kong Government subsequently loosened the regulations on satellite 
TV in Hong Kong, Hong Kong Communication withdrew from the franchise 
agreement prior to its "narrowcasting". 
Nevertheless, cable TV is an emergent medium for Direct Marketing. 
Customers can shop at home with their Cable TV programmes through 
telemarketing or direct mail, and credit cards^ '"^ . 
1 "Direct forces its ways in Hongkong", DM Times, Times Direct Marketing, Sep.-Oct. 1990, 
P.4. 
2 Ma Hon-chung, Paris, ”Direct Marketing Through Cable TV Network in Hong Kong\ MBA 
Project (Three Year Programme), The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1990, pp.3-8. 
3 So, Clement, "Is Hong Kong Ready for Electronic Shopping?", Asian Advertising & 
Marketing.^ov, 1989, pp.26-31. 
4 Roberts and Berger, o/?.aV.,pp.424-425. 
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2.5.6 Video 
Another emergent medium of Direct Marketing is the use of videocassette 
in mailings^ 
As a matter of fact, this medium has been explored by Commodore 
Business machines and Apple Computer. They have begun distributing precoded 
videocassette tapes via the mail and dealer showrooms as promotional tools� 
In Hong Kong, video is currently being adopted by organizations to convey 
corporate credos and images and to augment staff training programmes, and by 
the retail industry to introduce new products/services and to stimulate point-of-
sales purchase '^'*. However, direct marketers in Hong Kong have not used video 
tape in direct mail or other Direct Marketing activities. 
1 Bird, o/7.dr.,p.l48. 
2 Horton, Cleveland, "Commodore, Apple Offer Video Promos"，Advertising Age, Nov. 23, 
1987, p.54. 
3 McMillan, Ron, "Film and Video: The Hot Communicators", Asian Advertising & Marketing, 
May 1989, pp.19-22. 
4 McMillan, Ron, "Video Joins Battle against Labour Shortage", Asian Advertising <& 
Marketing, May 1989, pp.25-31. 
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The use of videocassettes rather than of printed brochures has both pros 
and consi’2. The key advantage of using videocassettes is that they can provide 
a visual image. In fact, video forcefully combines moving images, sound and 
words into a more persuasive message. The disadvantages are, that, the 
production costs are much more expensive than that of brochures and catalogs; 
and a videolog (video catalog), being linear, cannot be skipped and scanned (It 
is easier in a printed catalog). Nevertheless, it is a good candidate for integrated 
marketing communications. In fact, videologs can be used in conjunction with 
telemarketing, direct mail, or even a salesperson. 
2.5.7 Others 
There are other media of Direct Marketing, such as door-to-door selling. 
Door-to-door selling is adopted by Avon, Amway, Nu Skin and Sun Rider in 
Hong Kong. 
1 Graham, Judith, "Selling Through Video Wins Proponents", Advertising Age, Jan. 18，1988, 
PP.S2-S5. 
2 Steinberg, Janice, "Retailers Page Through Videolog Possibilities", Advertising Age, J an. 18， 
1988, PP.S13-S14. 
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2.6 DATABASE MARKETING 
2.6.1 Definition 
"Database Marketing is an interactive approach to marketing, which uses 
individually addressable marketing media and channels (such as mail，telephone， 
and the sales force): 
a. To extend help to a company's target audience; 
b. To stimulate their demand; 
c. To stay close to them by recording and keeping an electronic database 
memory of customer, prospect and all communication and commercial 
contacts; 
d. To help improve all future contacts; and 
e. To ensure more realistic planning of all marketing"!. 
This description of Database Marketing is more or less similar to those of 
Direct Marketing. However, it emphasizes the importance of recording and 
keeping an electronic database memory of customer, prospect and all 
communication and commercial contacts. 
1 Shaw, Robert and Merlin Stone, "DATABASE MARKETING: Strategy and Implication^ 
John Wiley & Sons，1990, p.3. 
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2.6.2 Characteristics 
Specifically, the characteristics of Database Marketing are identified and 
listed as follows^: 
1. Each actual or potential customer is identified as a record on the marketing database; 
2. Each customer record contains not only identification and access information: name, 
address, telephone number, etc., but also a range of marketing information. 
This includes: 
i. Information about customer needs and characteristics (demographic and 
psychographic information about consumer, industry type and decision making unit 
information for industrial customers); 
ii. Information about campaign communications (whether the customer has been 
exposed to particular marketing communications campaigns); 
iii. Information about customer's past responses to communications which form part 
of the campaigns; and 
iv. Information about past transactions (with the company and possibly with 
competitors). 
3. The information is available to the company (especially, marketing policy makers) during 
the process of each communication with the customer, so as to enable it to decide how to 
respond to the customer's needs; 
* 4. The database is used to ensure that the selling approach to the customer is coordinated 
and a consistent approach is developed; 
5. The database eventuallv replaces market research. Marketing campaigns are devised such 
that the response of customers to the campaign provides information which the company 
is looking for; and 
6. The database generates the vast volume of information and ensures that marketing 
opportunities and threats are identified more or less automatically. 
1 Shaw and Stone, op. cit,，p.4. 
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2.6.3 Development phases of Database Marketing 
As far as Database Marketing is concerned, four phases of development 
of Database Marketing^ are discussed and presented as follows: 
Phase 1: Mystery lists 
In this phase, marketing databases are basic sales databases and are often 
organized by product. These databases tend to grow from accounting systems. 
A customer may appear many times under different product categories. 
It may hard to identify that he is the same customer. They are hard to analyze 
for marketing purposes: identification of prospects for a particular product or for 
certain kinds of communication. 
At this stage, Database Marketing is tactical rather than an integral part 
of marketing strategy. 
Phase 2: Buyer databases 
In this phase, sales and marketing databases are well organized. Customer 
focus is possible: we can identify the nature of our relationship with a particular 
customer across different products. Databases can be analyzed to develop 
strategy: market penetration, product development, etc. However, there may be 
many databases. If a company uses several channels of distribution (a sales force, 
1 Shaw and Stone, op.cit., pp.52-61. 
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dealers, retailers), there may be different marketing databases for each channel. 
Each database marketing campaign is well planned and executed in itself, but may 
overlap with other campaigns. 
In this phase, there is a strong focus on: broadening the database and 
improving its quality; target market definition; improving list quality; segmentation 
and selection; offer design; media choice; response handling and fulfillment; and 
testing. 
Phase 3: Coordinated customer communication 
In this phase, one database drives all customer communication and 
management. Computer system are used to coordinate and drive campaigns. The 
emphasis is on customers rather than on the database. 
Marketers are familiar with using databases to analyze market situations; 
and then launch coordinated marketing and communication campaigns. Pilot 
campaigns are commonly used prior to full implementations. Feedback continues 
until the end of the campaign. Automated facilities are used to evaluated the 
campaign. All campaign information and evaluation automatically enrich the 
database. 
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Phase 4: Integrated marketing 
The market strategy now combines the lifetime management of customers. 
In this stage, Database Marketing involves running all marketing planning and 
action through the database and its associated analytical and planning tools. 
2.6.4 Integration of Database Marketing and Direct Marketing 
While the above discussion addressed the system of databases, this part of 
the paper will deal with the development of Direct Marketing with the help of 
databases. 
In fact, it is suggested that "Database Marketing is Direct Marketing done 
properly"^ and Direct Marketing should go through three phases: namely the 
sales oriented phase; the image building phase; and the integrated system phase. 
In the sales oriented phase, Direct Marketing is used as a channel of 
distribution to sell low-involvement, low priced products. 
In the image building phase, Direct Marketing is used as a medium to 
build personalized image through regular mailings targeted according to his/her 
life-style or behavior. 
1 Fletcher, Keith, Colin Wheeler and Julia Wright, "Database Marketing: A Channel, a 
Medium, or a Strategic Approach?", International Journal of Advertising, 1991, Vol.10, No.2, 
pp.117-127. 
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In the integrated system phase, Direct Marketing is used as a channel of 
distribution as well as a medium, in addition, Direct Marketing is integrated into 
the marketing process to achieve tactical and strategic purposes, finally, Direct 
Marketing uses customer database so as to ensure long term customer 
relationship. 
It can be said that Database Marketing is the ultimate end of the 
development of Direct Marketing, which aims at facilitating repeat sales, cross 
promotion, line extension and new venture of a company, and to build customer 
loyalty. 
However, it should also be noted that the cost of maintaining an active 
database is very expensive. 
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2.7 CONCERNS ABOUT DIRECT MARKETING 
The merits of Direct Marketing in general and several direct media have 
been discussed. Prior to proceeding to other parts of this paper, it is necessary 
to discuss the demerits of these direct media. 
The demerits include: wastage and invasion of privacy. 
As mentioned previously, it is very likely to have duplication of mail pieces. 
In this era of environmentalism, such duplications inevitably lead to pollution. 
Besides, wrongly or poorly targeted mails also lead to pollution. 
In Direct Mail, recipients have the rights to decide whether to open or 
throw away mail pieces addressed to him. However, in telemarketing, people's 
privacies are inevitably invaded. Whether people are at homes or in offices, they 
will not be able to know who is calling before they pick up the phones. 
Another issue of invasion of privacy is that whether credit card companies, 
publishers, etc. have the right to rent, sell, or swap their house lists with others. 
Such companies, disclosing the names of their customers to other companies, for 
profits without permissions from their customers, to certain extent, are immoral 
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3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 
This research project involved A literature search (highlighted in Chapter 
2); Interviews with experts in the field of Direct Marketing (Chapter 4); and An 
analysis of a Company, Amway, whose focus is Direct Selling (Chapter 5). The 
current strategy of Amway in terms of the effectiveness of its Direct Marketing 
activities was evaluated, and recommendations made. In addition, marketing 
implications for other marketers who use mass advertising to sell personal care 
products were offered. 
3.2 INTERVIEWS 
3.2.1 Sample 
The sampling frame was the "Direct Marketing Listing (Hong Kong)" in 
Media, June 21, 1991，p.l4. 
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Four interviews were conducted. Hermann Chan\ Chief Executive of 
Times Direct Marketing, perhaps the most dynamic exponent of Direct Marketing 
in Asia, was interviewed twice. Godfrey Rooke, Managing Director of Ogilvy & 
Mather Direct; and Law Fu-ming, Ricky, Managing Director of BBRD & Chan 
Direct were also interviewed. 
Firstly, an appointment with Hermann Chan was arranged through 
telephone contact. He was chosen subjectively for the first interview because he 
is also the publisher of DM Times and the founder of Asian Direct Marketing 
Symposium. 
Another five Direct Marketing agencies were short-listed subjectively from 
the "Direct Marketing Listing (Hong Kong)" after the first interview with Chan. 
These Direct Marketing agencies included Ogilvy & Mather Direct, Leo 
Burnett, J. Walter Thompson Direct, BBRD & Chan Direct, and Saatchi & 
Saatchi. Mailing pieces were addressed and sent to people with their names 
shown in the list. 
1 Chan started his career in mainstream advertising, as an assistant art director with Ogilvy 
Benson & Mather in London during the mid-1970s. Later, he returned to Hong Kong, 
where he joined Far East Ketchum, rising over the space of four years to the rank of 
assistant creative director. In 1982，he compiled lists from government department files, 
club memberships and information from the Census Department, and founded Times 
Direct Mail (which was later named Times Direct Marketing). He is presently the Chief 
Executive Officer of the company. (Abstracted from: Wong, Tina, "DM Pioneer Advocates 
Uplifted Standards in Asia", Asian Advertising <&. Marketing, November 1991, pp.45-50.) 
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As a result, two agencies (EBRD & Chan Direct and Ogilvy & Mather 
Direct) responded. 
3.2.2 Data Collection Method 
Unstructured (open ended) questionnaires were prepared prior to these 
two interviews. The interviews were primarily based on the questionnaires; the 
initial replies to the questions, probing for elaboration and subsequent answers 
determined the direction of the interviews. 
3.2.3 Field Work 
The first interview was held with Chan in his office on November 2，1991. 
The interview with Godfrey Rooke was held on January 23,1992; while the 
interview with Law Fu-min was held on January 24，1992. 
On February 1，1992，a second interview with Chan was held. 
Each interview lasted approximately 90 minutes. 
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3.3 CASE STUDY 
Amway International Inc., Hong Kong Branch was chosen for study. An 
interview with Lindsey Tai, Public Relations Coordinator of Amway, was held on 
February 12, 1992. 
The interview also lasted approximately 90 minutes. 
Further material on Amway was also studied. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS: THE SURVEY 
Concepts 
According to Chan, Direct Marketing is a system that emphasizes "one-to-
one two-way communications between a marketer and a customer". It makes use 
of different media to achieve its objectives: choice of media depends on their 
effectiveness in achieving these objectives. Finally, it requires immediate actions 
of customers; thus, Direct Marketing can be evaluated in term of "action" 
(response) while mass marketing is usually evaluated in terms of cost to get a 
target audience (usually "cost-per-thousand", or CPM). 
Emergence 
In Chan's opinion, the emergence of Direct Marketing is indeed driven by 
technology and customers. Technology is reflected by computers and databases. 
A customers-driven emphasis leads to focusing on customer retention and requires 
the company to be loyal to its customers (as well as seeking customers who will 
be loyal to the company!), because of the intensified competition in the 
marketplace and increasing individuality in the nineties. 
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Life Cycle of Direct Marketing 
Chan believes that the development of Direct Marketing can be divided 
into three stages. Initially, Direct Marketing serves as a targeted advertising 
medium with defined customer segments. Subsequently, Direct Marketing is used 
as a direct response medium. Finally, Direct Marketing becomes a tool for 
relationship building between a marketer and a customer. In his opinion, the 
development of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong is in the first or second stages. 
In the view of Ricky Law, in Hong Kong most companies which spend 
money on Direct Marketing regard Direct Marketing as a medium for one shot 
sales rather than from a strategic standpoint: as a channel for building long term 
relationships with customers. Law said that he spent several years in finding a 
client to strategically apply Direct Marketing (emphasize long term relationship 
building) before he finally found one who was convinced earlier this year! 
Godfrey Rooke noted that the clients of Ogilvy & Mather Direct are, in 
contrast, mainly using Direct Marketing for the purpose of relationship building. 
Specifically, Ogilvy & Mather Direct tries to help their clients to convert their 
customers from low loyalty to high loyalty and from low value to high value. 
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Relationship Management in Direct Marketing 
Indeed, Rooke offered a matrix regarding communication strategy for 
relationship management in Direct Marketing with the help of databases. 
Dimensions For Planning Communication Strategy 
(Source: Ogilvy & Mather Direct, Hong Kong) 
LOYALTY OF THE CUSTOMER 
HIGH LOW 
H 






L Upgrade Do Nothing 
O 
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According to Chan, it is easiest for direct marketers to get the loyalty of 
people aged 25 to 45 because of the maturity, psychographics and behavior of this 
group in general. 
Customers，loyalty and value are further explained by the literature. One 
author suggested that there are four types of behavior that indicate customers， 
loyalty: "making repeat purchases, purchasing across product and service lines, 
giving referrals, and demonstrating an immunity to the pull of competition"^. 
1 Stum, David L.，"Building Customer Loyalty", Training & Development Journal, Vol.45, Iss.4, 
April 1991, pp34-36. 
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Customers' value can be indicated by average order size as well as the 
recency and frequency of ordering^ The lifetime value of a customer can be 
determined by the present value of the future stream of the customer's 
contribution subtracting the cost of acquiring the customer^. 
Direct Marketing Agencies 
Ogilvy & Mather Direct, its Services and Clients 
According to Rooke, Ogilvy & Mather Direct works closely with the Ogilvy 
& Mather advertising agency. Thus, it is able to provide integrated marketing 
communication services (a communication mix containing mass advertising, Direct 
Marketing and other promotions) for their clients. 
Ogilvy & Mather Direct, in fact, formulates strategies and helps to prepare 
plans for its clients. It creates and processes all materials such as printing, finding 
mailing lists, designing and producing direct response TV, and finally it helps 
clients to evaluate and analyze their effectiveness. Besides, Ogilvy & Mather 
Direct also provides data consultant and sites services, helps clients to re-format 
equipment and software, and trains clients' people to use the equipment. 
1 Schell, Ernest H.，"Getting to the Bottom of Life Time Value", Catalog Age, Vol.7, Iss.8, 
Aug. 1990, pp.67-70. 
2 Jackson, Donald, "Determining a Customer's Lifetime Value", Direct Marketing, Vol.51, 
Iss.ll，Mar. 1989, pp.60-62,123. 
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Ogilvy & Mather Direct intends to get people to use Direct Marketing with 
a strategic point of view (rather than with a tactical approach to solve a particular 
problem in a short term). Thus, Rooke emphasized, Ogilvy & Mather Direct only 
works with clients who share this point of view, who are prepared not only to 
invest money but also literally and sincerely to adopt Direct Marketing. 
In fact, there are presently approximately forty clients managed by Ogilvy 
& Mather Direct, They include American Express, The Economist, BMW, 
Philips, A.S. Watson, Shell, etc. 
For American Express, Ogilvy & Mather Direct helped to develop and 
distribute "Take One" leaflet, to produce TV and print advertisements, to 
implement its Member-Get-Member program and to apply telemarketing so that 
American Express can expand its card membership base and maintain or improve 
business-to-business relationships with retailers. 
For Shell, Ogilvy & Mather Direct helped to develop the product attributes 
of the Shell Card, to encourage motorists or drivers to visit Shell's filling stations, 
as well as strengthening the loyalty of the customers toward Shell. 
For A.S, Watson and Philips, Ogilvy & Mather Direct helps to develop 
business-to-business Direct Marketing programs so that, respectively, Watson's can 
sell more of its distilled water to business accounts and keep better relationships 
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with them, and Philips can sell more of its parts to electric and electronic goods 
manufacturers and keep good relationships with them. 
While Ogilvy & Mather Direct focuses its services on business-to-business 
Direct Marketing, Times Direct Marketing and BBRD & Chan Direct concentrate 
on direct mailing of merchandise. 
Times Direct Marketing and its Services 
In fact, Times Direct Marketing is quite different from other Direct 
Marketing agencies. According to Chan, the company is presently providing the 
services of database marketing for clients, helping clients to construct customer 
databases, as well as providing them with the services of order fulfillments. 
According to Chan, Times Direct Marketing was founded by him in Hong 
Kong in 1982, functioning as a direct mail company and a list supplier. Gradually, 
the business of Times Direct Marketing shifted from direct mail and list 
brokerage to database marketing. In the meantime, Chan also made decisions to 
expand the business of Times Direct Marketing overseas. Consequently, an office 
in Singapore was established in January 1987; an office in Malaysia was 
established in September in the same year; an office in Bangkok was established 
in 1988; and finally an office in San Francisco was established in November 1988. 
Altogether, there are 5 offices of Times Direct Marketing worldwide. 
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EBRD <Sc Chan Direct and its Services 
According to Law, EBRD & Chan Direct specializes in the area of 
database marketing. It helps clients to design Direct Marketing programs, 
including positioning strategy, media choice strategy, designing direct mail 
packages, finding appropriate mailing lists, producing direct response TV ads and 
print ads, and, finally, evaluating the effectiveness. 
Mailing Lists 
In Law's opinion, there were indeed three major ways of getting mailing 
lists in a Direct Marketing program: house lists of the client, compiled lists of DM 
agencies on a rental basis, or through list swapping. 
Junk Mail 
As far as direct mailing is concerned, Rooke believes that there is "Junk 
Mail", but not as popularly perceived. To him, "Junk Mail" is poorly or wrongly 
targeted mail indiscriminately sent to prospects of poor quality. (Duplication of 
mailing, he believes, are waste, but not necessarily "Junk Mail".) 
In his opinion, segmentation of mailing lists in Hong Kong is not so 
sophisticated as compared to counterparts in U.S. and Europe. In addition, de-
duplication systems developed in western countries for western names and 
addresses are not perfectly suitable for de-duplicating the names and addresses 
in Hong Kong. Telephone numbers or identity card numbers should be used in 
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mailing lists for the sake of de-duplication. However, Hong Kong people are 
sometimes reluctant to disclose their I.D. Card numbers. 
Basically, the three respondents (Chan, Rooke, and Law) agreed that direct 
mail is the most common medium of Direct Marketing, while Database Marketing 
is the ultimate end of Direct Marketing. 
Consumers' Perception of Direct Marketing 
According to survey results^ given by Chan, among respondents chosen 
from people who have their names, addresses, etc. in databases in Hong Kong, 
(a) 34% open all direct mail immediately; 38% immediately open some and 
throw away some unopened; 27% put direct mail aside to be opened later; 
and \% throw it all away unopened; 
(b) 10% read all the contents when direct mail is opened; 1% read most of the 
contents, 45% read some of the contents; and 38% read a little of the 
contents; 
(c) 48% first read the brochure, 52% first read the cover letter, and 8% the 
order form; and 
1 The results were extracted from "1991 Annual Regional Survey on Consumers' Perception 
of Direct Marketing", 1991 Asian Direct Marketing Symposium. The survey was planned 
by Hermann Chan and David T. Bottomley, Founder and Director of Asian Commercial 
Research Ltd. Samples were drawn from databases in Hong Kong at equal intervals 
throughout the database respectively for men and women. In total, 202 people (half men, 
half women) were selected, and the interviews were conducted by telephone. 
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(d) these percentages agreed with given statements: 
Agreement with Statements about Direct Mail 
You are more likely to read a 79% 
covering letter which has your name 
and address typed directly on it 
than one which has your name and 
address on a computer label. 
Packages with a covering letter are 77% 
more interesting than those without 
a covering letter. 
People feel more comfortable about 69% 
responding to a local addresses than 
to an overseas address. 
You are more likely to pay 65% 
attention to package which contains 
a brochure than one without a 
brochure. 
When you receive direct mail you 30% 
are more likely to respond if you 
already know the name of the 
company sending to you, or if you 
are familiar with the brand name. 
The offer of a free gift or a chance 22% 
to win something in a lottery 
increases a person's interest in 
responding to direct mail offer. 
If English is not your native 
language, which language do you 
prefer for your direct mail 
material? 
English '21% 
Own Language 52% 
Doesn't Matter 27% 
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Chan suggested that a mailing list is the most primitive database. A 
modem or sophisticated database contains information such as purchase records 
(product categories, brand preference, department stores, etc.), entertainment 
records (restaurants visited, cultural activities, recreational activities, etc.) travel 
records, etc. of individuals. The information can be collected through credit card 
systems. 
According to the same survey results, among the respondents, 
(a) 43% were of college or higher education standard, while 57% were of 
secondary or lower education level; 
(b) 64% fell into the income bracket of the top 15% for Hong Kong; 24% fell 
into the top 16 - 30%; and 12% fell into the top 31 - 50%; 
(c) 18% were aged under 30; 19% 30 - 34; 24% 35 - 39; 13% 40 - 44; and 
26% over 44; and 
(d) 85% held an international credit card, 9% local, and 6% were non-
cardholders. (The possibility of multiple cardholdings was not explained in 
the research.) 
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Besides direct mail, other media of Direct Marketing were also evaluated 
in the interviews. 
Direct Response TV 
According to Chan, Law, and Rooke, direct response TV is not a very good 
direct medium in the sense that regular television (non-cable, non-satellite) is a 
"broadcasting" medium (rather than a "narrowcasting") without selective targeting 
of any particular segment. They all look forward to the service of a Cable TV 
network in Hong Kong because cable TV is indeed a "narrowcasting" medium 
with audiences from specific segments. 
Chan believes that jewelry is the most appropriate product to be advertised 
on direct response TV because it can afford heavy discounting (up to 50 or 60% 
off) so as to attract or stimulate audiences (especially male who are reluctant to 
shop and bargain in jewelers，stores) to place order through out-bound 
telemarketing (prospects make telephone calls from outside to place orders, while 
in-bound telemarketing means direct marketers make telephone calls from their 
offices to reach customers in the public). 
In addition, he believes the recent boom of direct response TV in Hong 
Kong is healthy but not sustainable because it is just one of the development 
phases of Direct Marketing which has developed in North American for ten years 
or more. The normal pattern of Direct Marketing is towards relationship or 
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customer management rather than one- shot sales in direct response TV. He 
expected the use of Direct Marketing to become more strategically oriented (long 
term planning). 
Satellite TV 
Regarding satellite TV, Chan did not think it is a good medium for direct 
marketers because satellite TV is also a broadcasting medium rather a 
narrowcasting one. The broadcasting area of satellite TV covers South East Asia 
rather than Hong Kong only: thus, the cost will be higher as compared to 
domestic direct response TV program. He speculated that there are few products 
requiring such a large geographical coverage and able to afford this high cost. 
Videolog 
As far as video as a direct medium was concerned, Law believed that 
videologs and video cassettes in solo mailings are highly possible because they can 
deliver visual images in addition to precision targeting. He was not worried about 
the distribution system. In his opinion, videologs can be sold through existing 
video rental shops or even news-stands. He emphasized that once this medium 
is accepted by the public, other entrepreneurs will innovate and develop a cost-
efficient distribution system. Thus, the point is whether consumers accept this 
medium or not, rather than what the distribution system is like, at this stage. 
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Radio 
Law thinks that radio is not suitable for direct response advertisement. 
The reasons are that radio is still a broadcasting medium and that the level of 
inattention of audience are higher as compared to other direct media. 
The Products 
According to Law, all kinds of products can be sold through Direct 
Marketing, be it direct mail, telemarketing, direct response TV, or whatever. The 
reasons are many. Firstly, Direct Marketing can be purposefully designed to 
stimulate consumers' buying intention and ask for orders. Second, the buying 
behavior of consumers is often impulsive. Third, the "costs" of searching relevant 
information (eg. offer prices at retail) prior to making buying decision can be very 
high. 
Chan believes that the best bets for one-shot Direct Marketing are product 
offers that are unique. Despite this, any products can use Direct Marketing as 
sales channels. Often general marketers can find the help they need in Direct 
Marketing. Under certain circumstances, merchandisers selling products with 
targeted segments cannot get shelf space in department stores and supermarkets. 
Thus, they can use direct media to help them sell their products. Direct agents 
possessing mailing lists and databases look for merchandisers to buy their lists and 
other services. He also suggested that effective Direct Marketing, to some extent, 
has to deal with impulse buying. 
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Database Marketing & Integrated Direct Marketing Communication 
Chan, Rooke, and Law all believed that the future trend is database 
marketing and the use of integrated Direct Marketing communication media such 
as print media, direct mail and telemarketing (either inbound or outbound) to 
generate needs, qualify prospects, close sales and maintain business relationships. 
Direct Selling: Introducing Amwcxy 
As far as direct selling is concerned, the case of Amway was discussed with 
Chan, Rooke, and Law in the course of the interviews. 
According to Rooke, the selling approach in Amway does not belong to the 
main stream of Direct Marketing activities although direct selling is a form of 
Direct Marketing in the broadest sense. He speculated that while direct selling 
companies such as Amway, Avon, and A.I.A. sell their products or services door-
to-door via their direct agents without retailers and distributors, such a door-to-
door approach does not involve precision targeting. 
To Chan and Law, direct selling is quite unique in the sense that it does 
not require mailing lists and databases to locate prospects. They noted that there 
is no Direct Marketing agency in town offering services of direct selling to their 
clients. 
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Rooke believed that Amway would not adopt other Direct Marketing tools 
in place of their free direct sales force. He speculated that the direct salespersons 
in Amway are largely housewives working part time and earning solely on 
commission basis. 
According to Law, the only opportunity of getting Amway to use other 
Direct Marketing tools such as direct mail or direct response print advertisement 
is if Amway uses these media to recruit new sales agents rather than to sell its 
products. If Amway uses direct mail to sell its products, it will introduce 
competition between the company and its agents. As a result, the loyalty of 
agents will be strained. Since new entrants such as Nu Skin have already 
intensified competition in the direct selling market, using direct response ad in 
print media seems quite practicable for recruitment of agents. 
According to Chan, one of the success factors of Amway is its free direct 
salespersons, because Amway does not pay basic salary to its agents but pays 
commissions only if sales is made. Since the business of Amway is very cost 
efficient, Amway is not likely to abandon this method and adopt direct mail or 
other such methods. 
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CHAPTERS 
A DIRECT SELLING ORGANIZATION: AMWAY 
Introduction 
The balance of this paper deals with Amway. While it may not be a 
mainstream Direct Marketer, its approach is certainly that of Direct Marketing: 
avoiding wholesalers and retailers. Its methods and success make it a useful focus 
for studying the application of ideas developed in this paper. 
Founding 
The Amway Corporation was founded by Mr. Jan Van Andel and Mr. 
Richard M. DeVos in Ada, Michigan, U.S.A. in 1959. Presently, Van Andel is the 
Chairm^ of the Board, while DeVos acts as the President of the Amway 
Corporation and all the overseas Amway companies. 
Initially, Amway began distributing only one single all-purpose liquid 
cleaner among a network of close friends and associates with the person-to-person 
selling approach. Later, Amway introduced other products, thus, expanding its 
product lines and the number of its distributors (or agents). 
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Products 
Presently, the products of Amway are categorized into four classes, namely, 
personal care products including cosmetics, nutritional products, home care 
products, and kitchenware. These products are mainly manufactured by the head 
office in Michigan and by Amway in Korea, except the nutritional products which 
are solely manufactured by Nutrilite located in California. These products are 
then sold through direct agents of Amway. 
Organization 
Amway has over 9,000 employees worldwide, which has over 1,000,000 
direct agents worldwide. Agents are independent and self employed 
entrepreneurs rather than employees of the Amway Corporation. 
Presently, Amway has its operation in Australia, Belgium, Canada, 
England, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, Spain, Swiss, Taiwan, Thailand, and other 
countries. 
Amway International Inc.，Hong Kong Branch 
Amway Corporation established its subsidiary in Hong Kong in September, 
1974. K was not until January 1，1991 that the subsidiary became a separate legal 
entity known as Amway International Inc., Hong Kong Branch (to be referred as 
Amway Hong Kong in the rest of this paper). 
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Structure of Amway Hong Kong 
In the past few years, the business of Amway Hong Kong has grown 
substantially. The increase in its sales figure for，88 -，89 was 39 percent. 
Presently, the Head Office of Amway Hong Kong is located at Citicorp Center, 
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong, with over 140 employees. Within the head office, 
there is a Marketing Department, a Public Relations Department, a Sales 
Department, an Advertising Department, an Information Services Department, 
a Finance & Accounting Department, a Personnel Department, etc. 
Other premises occupied by Amway Hong Kong include a depot (of 20,000 
square feet) located at Tsuen Wan and other five merchandising centers. A 
Distribution Department is located at the depot, while the merchandising centers 
are distributed at Mongkok, Causeway Bay, Tsuen Wan, Tuen Mun and Kwun 
Tong. The merchandising Center at Mongkok was the first one to adopt self 
services as a mode of operation among all merchandising centers worldwide. 
Subsequently, the merchandising centers at Tuen Mun and Causeway Bay have 
also adopted this form of operation. The merchandising center at Kwun Tong 
indeed was opened in September 1991. 
U.S,P. and E.V.R of Amway's products 
Amway's products are similar to those offered by other mass marketers and 
those sold through retail outlets. Amway believes that its Unique Selling 
Proposition (USP) lies in its products themselves, while the Extra Value 
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Proposition (EVP) lies in the intangible part of the products: service and 
guarantees. 
� First of all, the products offered by Amway are of good quality and of 
lower cost per use. According to Tai, a typical example is the S-A-8 PLUS 
laundry detergent marketed by Amway, which costs more per unit than other 
brands do. But whose cost per use is indeed lower due to its high concentration. 
Thus, consumers are able to enjoy the benefit of economy. 
Second, the services offered by direct sales agents of Amway Hong Kong 
are supposed to be superior to other retail outlets. Consumers can talk to their 
agents directly and ask for their opinions regarding products and their uses. 
Agents also demonstrate the proper usages of their products to their customers. 
Moreover, direct agents are ready to deliver orders to their customers as soon as 
orders are placed, either through personal delivery or through the delivery service 
of the company. Presently, HKD 30 is charged to customers in each order 
fulfillment. 
Third, the products sold through direct agents are covered by satisfaction 
guarantees at any time after sale. Satisfaction guarantees can be in three forms, 
namely, money back guarantee, coupon back guarantee or product swapping. 
This policy of satisfaction guarantee gives consumers higher confidence and lower 
risk. 
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Direct Sales Agents 
Presently, there are over 20,000 active accounts of direct agents of Amway 
Hong Kong. Each account can be an individual (be it male or female) or a 
couple. Accounts are classified as active once they place orders more than once 
per month no matter what the intention of the purchases are (be it self-
consumption or sales to other consumers). 
The eligibility of being an agent of Amway Hong Kong are Hong Kong 
citizens age 18 or over and not employees of the company. Indeed, the eligibility 
is not strict at all. 
Each agent becomes a partner of Amway Hong Kong. The agent can be 
an end user only and is not obligated to sell the products to other consumers, to 
sell any specific amount of products and to make referrals. However, each agent 
is required to pay an annual membership fee of HKD 250. 
Starter kits, product manuals and a brochure of "The eight basic rules for 
distributors" are given to "freshmen" once they become direct agents of Amway 
Hong Kong. Newsletters and NewsGrams are distributed to them monthly. 
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Organization of direct selling agents 
Indeed, the organization of these agents are of multiple levels. According 
to the amount of business generated and number of referrals made, each direct 
agent is eligible for honors, starting from the lowest rank, Ruby to Pearl, Jade, 
Diamond, Double Diamond, Triple Diamond, Executive Diamond, Crown, and 
finally to Crown Embassy, the highest rank. 
Whenever a direct agent makes a referral to become a new direct agent, 
the agent becomes up-line while the newly recruited becomes down-line. Such 
a referral system can be multiplied through continuous referral-making. Such a 
system is known as a "sponsorship" system in Amway Hong Kong. 
There is a hot-line established by Amway Hong Kong so that people who 
want to be direct agents of Amway can call up and apply for membership. 
Amway Hong Kong itself does not recruit any direct agents. In contrast, Amway 
Hong Kong refers these blind leads (people who called up at the hot-line and 
expressed their interests in being direct agents of Amway Hong Kong) to existing 
direct agents. These referrals are made based on the expressed interests of 
existing agents and the geographic proximity of the exiting agents and the blind 
leads. 
No matter how many referrals have been made by an agent, he does not 
get any benefits until the newly sponsored agent starts his own business and 
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generates sales. Once newly sponsored agents (down-lines) generate sales, its up-
lines are entitled to bonuses. The more business a unit of sponsorship can 
generate, the more reward is given. 
According to Tai, the age distribution of these agents is as follows: 8% 
below 25; 37% aged 26 - 35; 43% aged 36 - 45; and 12% aged 46 or over. 
Business operation of direct sales agents 
Direct sales agents are indeed the front line sales force of Amway Hong 
Kong. Their selling approach is based on personal relationship. Agents usually 
sell the products of Amway to their relatives, friends and/or colleagues. 
An A.D.A. Card (Authorized Distributor of Amway) is issued to each 
direct agent of Amway. With the A,D.A. Cards, agents can shop at the 
merchandising centers of Amway Hong Kong. 
There are conference rooms in some of these merchandising centers so 
that agents can meet their customers, demonstrate the proper uses of products, 
and brief their would be down-lines at once at these conference rooms. Certain 
direct agents of high rank in the selling organization also rent their own premises 
so that they can conduct their business more effectively. 
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These conference rooms and self-rented premises also provide agents with 
opportunities to have places for line meetings (meeting involving up-lines and 
down-lines in a line of sponsorship). Line meetings enable up-lines and down-
lines to maintain a close relationship with each other. Moreover, the meetings 
also allow up-lines to encourage and motivate down-lines to better perform their 
business. 
For agents ranked Executive Diamond or above, they can check their 
bonuses (sales volumes of themselves and their down-lines) through computer 
terminals at merchandising centers. They then can make use of these information 
to analyze their business positions and decide their actions (be it further 
motivation to their down-lines or others). 
In fact, Amway Hong Kong does not push the sales of its agents. 
However, senior executives of the company do have regular meetings with senior 
direct sales agents {Executive Diamonds or above). During these meetings, the 
executives of the company discuss the sales objectives and market objectives with 
the agents. Absolutely no quotas are assigned. Rather, agents take the initiative 
to achieve these objectives. The reasons for such high level of initiativeness are ‘ 
two fold. Firstly, agents are solely rewarded on a progressive commission basis. 
Second, once a certain level of sales is achieved, agents may be invited to 
overseas trips without charge. 
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According to Tai, the business operation of the direct sales agents are best 
described as a state of "uncommon freedom". Nevertheless, there are certain 
restrictions on the activities conducted by the agents. Specifically，the eight basic 
rules for agents are as follows: 
1. No transfer of A .DA Cards： Amway Hong Kong permits only its direct agents to 
purchase goods directly from Amway, since transfer of A.DA. Cards to other consumers 
will deprive the business opportunities of other direct agents； 
2. No unauthorized use of the Amway trade name; 
3. No price cutting in selling products; 
4. Never use the Amway distribution network to develop non-Amway 
business; 
5. Never sell Amway products through retail outlets: In contrast to ordinary retail 
outlets, Amway's uniqueness as a direct selling business lies in its person-to-person 
approach in selling the products. If products are sold through retail outlets, Amway may 
lose its position to these outlets; 
6. No unauthorized open distribution of promotional leaflets: Amwa/s agents 
are expected to attract customers solely by virtue of quality products and friendly services. 
Distributing promotional pamphlets is therefore out of line with Amway's business 
philosophy of providing personal customer services. Other than this, differing quality of 
such leaflets will also adversely affect Amway's professional image； 
7. Never entice others to change their lines of sponsorship: Lines of sponsorship 
are a provision by which Amway maintains the orderliness of the Amway business and 
guards the interests of its agents. There exists an intimate relationship between sponsors 
and their down-lines, whereby they mutually benefit each other. Enticing others to change 
their lines of sponsorship rips off the fruits borne out of the efforts of the affected sponsors 
and breaks the harmony and trustworthiness of the distributor organizations concerned. 
Of greater gravity is that such a violation disrupts the orderliness and fairness of the 
Amway business; a n d 
8: Never obtain products from or supply products to other groups: Each line 
of sponsorship is a close-knit unit in which members cooperate with one another. By 
obtaining products from other groups the interests of the up-lines of such direct agents will 
be adversely affected. Conversely, supplying products to other groups undermines the 
benefits of the up-lines of the direct agents getting products via such channels. Moreover, 
apart from incurring misunderstandings and disharmony between direct agent groups, 
supplying products to or obtaining products from other groups will also give rise to chaos 
in the market of Amway products. 
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Support from the company 
While the direct sales agents are responsible for selling of the products to 
end users/consumers, the executives of the company are responsible for the 
supportive services including market research, pricing, planning, publicity, 
advertising, and information services, etc. 
The Marketing Department is responsible for the design of market 
research prior to launch of new products. It also negotiates with the head office 
at Michigan, and then decide the promotion activities of the products (usually 
price promotions). Newsletters and NewsGrams are also designed and published 
by the department. These circulations enable agents to have the latest news of 
the company and information regarding promotions. Besides, this department 
also helps to produce product literatures as well as other promotion vehicles such 
as video cassettes. Indeed, video cassettes regarding product usages and morale 
of the company, speeches made by senior direct agents are available at 
merchandising centers for rental or sales. 
The Public Relations Department is responsible for the publicity of the 
company such as organizing exhibitions, etc. 
The company also produces TV commercials and uses print media to 
advertise its image. According to Tai, these advertisements are intended to 
reinforce the loyalty of existing agents and existing customers, to attract those who 
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are not aware of the products of the company, and to get them to call at Amway 
or its agents. 
The Information Services Department provides sales records of each 
product and each agent account so that the management and the agents can 
monitor the selling situations. However, according to Tai, the information 
services department do not have a database of the customers (end users of the 
products). That means the company has no knowledge of the purchasing records 
of its customers. Despite this, the agents may have this data. 
Future Moves 
Amway Hong Kong is planning a grand opening of another merchandising 
center in Macau. This merchandising center indeed opened in March 1992. 
Amway Hong Kong is also considering opening other merchandising centers at 
satellite towns in the New Territories so as to meet the increasing population and 
demand at these locations. 
Because of the success of Avon in Guangzhou, Amway is also planning to 
expand its business there. This project is currently under review by the Chinese 
officials. Hopefully, Amway Hong Kong can finalize this project by the fall of 




Summary of Direct Marketing 
According to The Great Marketing Turnaround, one of the major trends of 
today is that the marketing proposition will be shifted away from unique selling 
proposition (U.S.P.) to extra value proposition (E.V.P.). This turnaround trend 
indeed can be easily found among products/services offered by direct marketers. 
Direct Marketing indeed emphasizes the importance of "one-to-one two-way 
interactive communications" between marketers and customers, who are regarded 
as individuals within targeted market segments. In Direct Marketing, there are 
no distributors or retailers involved in the process of transaction. Other features 
of Direct Marketing are precision targeting, personalization, immediate response 
and measurability. In addition, Direct Marketing provides consumers with the 
benefits of convenience, economy, and low risk. 
In fact, Direct Marketing can be executed through various media such as 
direct mail (solo mailing or catalog mailing), direct response TV, direct response 
advertisements in print media, cable TV, telemarketing, etc. With the advance of 
computer and database technology, Direct Marketing is gradually shifting away 
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from direct mail only (in the sense of one-shot operations) toward database 
marketing (maintaining long-term relationship through purchases of many related 
kinds of goods and services to tightly targeted customers in a world of 
demassification). In database marketing, then, the emphases are put on 
customers retention and relationship building. 
Direct Selling in Amway is an Application of Direct Marketing 
With the above description, it is clear that the direct selling method 
employed by Amway is indeed Direct Marketing, despite the rather surprising fact 
that the company (rather than its agents) does not know who the customers (end 
users of the products) are. 
Firstly, the products of Amway Hong Kong fall under both the U.S.P. and 
E.V.P. rubrics. The products provide customers with the benefits of economy 
(lower cost per use), confidence (satisfaction guarantees) and convenience (prompt 
delivery). 
Second, Amway Hong Kong uses its own agents to sell its products without 
the use of external retail distribution outlets. 
Third, there is "one-to-one two way direct interactive communication" 
involved in the process of transaction. Agents can probe and identify the needs 
of prospects, qualify their eligibility as targeted customers, recommend products 
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to suit their needs, and then follow these customers (providing after sales services 
and maintaining relationships with them). 
In short, direct agents of Amway are capable of locating the needs of 
prospects/consumers directly and precisely, solving their queries immediately, and 
measuring their response toward different product offers instantly, and 
personalizing the relationship with customers. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the direct selling in Amway Hong 
Kong is indeed an application of Direct Marketing. It is Direct Marketing 
because of the coincidences of its characteristics and those of Direct Marketing 
in general. In fact, Amway is capable of applying direct selling only, but not other 
Direct Marketing tools because there is no customer database at Amway. 
However, customer retention to some extent is being done by direct agents in a 
way that does not involve sophisticated computers and databases technologies. 
SWOT Analysis 
The strengths of Amway Hong Kong are listed below. 
Firstly, it has a high number of active accounts as compared to its 
competitors, because Amway Hong Kong has been established for 17 years. 
Meanwhile, the reward system as well as the career path (from Ruby to Crown 
Embassy) for direct agents of Amway is explicitly stated, clear and fair. 
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Therefore, the agents are motivated to achieve their excellence. 
Second, the company provides a variety of products ranging from personal 
care products including cosmetics, nutritional products, home care products, and 
kitchenware while Nu Skin and Avon provide cosmetics mainly. The wide 
spectrum of products indeed allows agents to meet the needs of a prospect more 
easily. 
Third, the structure of the selling organization of Amway Hong Kong is of 
multiple levels which enable up-lines to supervise, monitor, encourage and help 
the business of their down-lines. Unlike Amway, the selling organization of Avon 
is of single level which does not provide the benefits mentioned. 
A weakness of Amway Hong Kong is that it only has approximately 20,000 
active direct agent accounts in selling its products. With a Hong Kong population 
of 6,000,000, this means that each direct agent account handles about 300 
customers on average. This may make it difficult to establish a good ongoing 
personal relation with these customers. The products of Amway are somewhat 
homogeneous as compared to those of other brands. However, other brands of 
personal care products including cosmetics and nutritional products, home care 
products and kitchen wares may be distributed through large networks of retail 
outlets. It seems to put Amway at a disadvantage in the marketplace with fierce 
competition because certain consumers may not have access to direct agents of 
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Amway. Thus, they may turn to other brands distributed through retail outlets. 
The opportunity of Amway Hong Kong is that people of Hong Kong are 
ready for Direct Marketing with reference to the survey results on consumers' 
perceptions of Direct Marketing. Since people are likely to open and read direct 
mail pieces targeted to him/her as an individual, Amway Hong Kong could make 
use of the Direct Mail element in Direct Marketing to further promote its 
products to the public nor using another another Direct Marketing arena: Direct 
Selling. However, Amway Hong Kong may not wish to further recruit more direct 
sales agents because it may lower the orderliness of the lines of sponsorship. 
The threat to Amway Hong Kong is that it does not have a consumer 
database. Presently, only a few consumer products' marketers have databases of 
their customers such as Philip Morris and Procter & Gamble. In accordance with 
the findings in the interviews, Philip Morris established databases of cigarette 
smokers through questionnaires attached to packages of cigarettes involving 
redemption offers; P&G also established databases of customers of Pampers in 
Hong Kong after it lost its leadership position to Huggies in Europe. Suppose 
Amway Hong Kong does not formally build up its customers databases, it may 
lose its market position to competitors who adopt still one more elements of 
Direct Marketing: database marketing^ 
1 This paper specifically does not touch upon another major attack on Amway and similar 
companies: charges (for example, in the U.S.) that the distribution system is an illegal 
"pyramid" scheme, focusing on selling dealerships (agents) rather than products, with not 
sdtogether perfect candor in the process. 
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Based on the analyses presented above, several recommendations are 
proposed to the Amway Hong Kong. 
Recommendation 1: 
Developing customer databases 
Customer databases are of important value in Direct Marketing. Since the 
business operation of Amway Hong Kong is defined as Direct Marketing in a less 
structured way, it would be appropriate for Amway Hong Kong to develop 
customer databases so that it can conduct its business in a more systematical way 
and enjoy the fall benefits of Direct Marketing. 
Developing customer databases does not mean that Amway should 
necessarily to sell its products directly to customers through direct mail. In fact, 
using direct mail in place of direct sales agents is discouraged here because it may 
irritate the relationships between Amway Hong Kong and its agents. 
The development of customer databases would lie in the co-operation of 
the direct sales agents of Amway Hong Kong, Direct sales agents would disclose 
the names, addresses and other information of their customers to the company so 
that these information can be stored in the databases. Meanwhile, direct agents 
would be required to supply purchasing records of their customers so that 
information in the databases can be updated. 
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In short, the purposes of this recommendation are that Amway Hong Kong 
could, firstly conduct its business more systematically; second, maximize the 
benefits of direct selling and Direct Marketing in general; and third, classify the 
end users of its products into different categories, and develop more effective 
strategies in selling its products. 
Recommendation 2: 
Classifying customers based on their values and loyalty 
Once customer databases are developed and used, purchasing records of 
customers could be stored in the databases. Again, their purchasing in terms of 
repeat purchases, purchasing across product and service lines, giving referrals, 
demonstrating an immunity to the poll of competition may be used to indicate 
their loyalty, while average order size, the recency and frequency of ordering can 
be used to indicate their values to the company. As soon as this kind of analysis 
is performed with the information in the databases, Amway Hong Kong can 
design various strategies to deal with customers in different groups. 
Amway Hong Kong can also have a clearer picture of the distribution of 
its customers (end users of its products) in the two dimensional matrix of loyalty 
and value through the analysis just mentioned. 
Besides, Amway Hong Kong can also consider to rent its house lists (the 
customer databases) to outsiders such as lists brokers and direct mail companies 
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for profits, or more constructively, to solicit leads for its agents through lists 
swapping and direct mail programs. 
Recommendation 3: 
Classifying direct agent accounts based on their value and loyalty 
Presently, Amway Hong Kong classifies its accounts into active and inactive 
accounts. Those who purchase more than once per month are classified as active 
accounts, and there are approximately 20,000 active accounts. 
However, according to the two dimensional matrix (p. 53) regarding 
communication strategy for relationship management in direct marketing, 
customers or accounts can be classified into four classes. There are of high value 
and high loyalty to the company, second, of high loyalty but low value, of low 
loyalty but high value, and low loyalty and low value. Companies should 
maintain customers/accounts of high value and loyalty, convert 
customers/accounts of low loyalty but high value to high value/high loyalty, 
upgrade customers/accounts of high loyalty but low value to high value/high 
loyalty, and do nothing to customers/accounts of both low loyalty and low value. 
Amway should establish and use databases containing the purchase records 
of its direct agent accounts in classifying accounts into the four categories 
mentioned. Repeat purchases, purchasing across product and services lines, and 
giving referrals are useful indicators in showing loyalty, while the average order 
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size, the recency and frequency of ordering indicate the value. Amway should 
classify its accounts periodically based on purchases records, and to design 
appropriate strategies to different groups of accounts so that maximum benefits 
can be gained by the company. 
Recommendation 4: 
Launching direct promotion campaigns at the consumer level 
Direct mail and other direct response media are recommended for Amway 
Hong Kong to solicit leads for its agents. Specifically, Amway Hong Kong can 
advertise its products through direct response advertisements on newspapers or 
magazines. The purpose of such ads is for lead generation only. Direct Mail or 
personal visit can be used to qualify prospects. Once prospects are identified and 
qualified, Amway Hong Kong should assign them to agents based on the explicit 
request of agents and the proximity between agents and them. 
In addition, these direct response media can also be used to maintaining 
communications between existing customers and the company. The company can 
deliver its messages to customers, thus, facilitating the relationships between 
direct agents and customers. In the meantime, the company could distribute 
coupons to customers to stimulate them to call up at their agents and place orders 
or request for further information. This recommendation is in fact only an 
application of promotion using the direct mail element of Direct Marketing. 
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Centralized direct mail programs could also help ensure the quality of 
catalogs, letters and brochures, etc. in direct mail packages. Thus, the worry 
about the reputation of Amway Hong Kong could be safeguarded. 
As mentioned above, Amway Hong Kong could find out the distribution 
of its customers in the matrix. The percentage of customers in each quadrant of 
the matrix could be determined. Using the percentages prior to launching of 
direct mail programs to customers as benchmarks, Amway Hong Kong could 
、 
evaluate the effectiveness of any promotion by comparing the change in the 
percentage in each quadrant after each promotion. This kind of evaluation 





Direct Marketing is booming not only in Hong Kong but also in Europe 
and the U.S.A. It was an enjoyable experience to go through the literature, to 
meet the experts in this field and to come up with this project report. I hope it 
will serve to stimulate still further thinking about this dynamic industry. 
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Time: 10:30 a.m. 
Date: November 2，1991 
Venue: Times Direct Marketing 
9th floor Somerset House, 28 Tong Chong Street, Hongkong. 
Video as a tool in Direct Marketing in Hong Kong 
1. Overview of Times Direct Marketing 
-background 
-structure 
-line of business 
2. •^ideo" as an instrument in direct marketing 
-Has this mode of DM activity been attempted in Hong Kong? 
-Is it a complement to direct response TV advertisement? 
-Which distribution methods are suitable for distributing 
these videos? 
3. Role of an DM agency 
-Clients 
What kinds of companies or products need DM? 
How are their attitude toward DM? 
-DM activities 
What kinds of DM activities will be recommended? 
What are the considerations? 
-Times Direct Marketing 
As an agency, what problems has to be tackled in handling an account? 
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工商管理學院碩士課程 
MB A Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
學生專題研究用实 _ 
Student Research Projects C 305，Post-graduate Hall, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
_�Shatin, N.T.,Hong Kong. 
(116 8838 a/c 8355) 
January 18， 1992 
BBRD & CHAN DIRECT 
7/F.，Hop King Center, 
8-12 Hennessy Road, 
Wan Chai, Hong Kong. 
Attn: Mr. Law Fu Ming, Ricky 
Managing Director ‘ 
Dear Mr. Law, 
Experience Survey on Direct-marketing in Hong Kong 
I am conducting a research project on "Direct-marketing in Hong Kong" as my 
MBA graduation project at The Chinese University. Therefore, I would like to have an 
interview with Mr. Law so that I can share your valuable experience and consult your 
expert opinions. 一 
My project is composed of three parts: Literature Review, Experience Survey and 
Consumer Research. I have already completed the literature review. At this stage, I 
believe that gathering opinions with practitioners would be helpful for the formulation 
of hypotheses in the consumer research. 
Specifically, my project will focus on evaluating the effectiveness of various DM 
tools on lead and order generations. DM tools Under studies will include direct-mailing, 
catalogue-selling, tele-marketing, direct response advertisement in TV or in printed 
media, and database marketing, etc. 
The interview will basically cover four areas: 
(i) an overview of BBRD & CHAN DIRECT, 
(ii) the business of direct-marketing in BBRD & CHAN DIRECT, 
(iii) sharing of the concepts of direct marketing, and 
(iv) opinions regarding the effectiveness of various DM tools on lead and order 
generations. , r 
‘ Con't \ 
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MBA Programines 
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一、  
學生專題研究用裘 Student Research Projects 
The information collected will only be used for academic purposes in my MBA 
project. Upon the completion of the project, a copy of the report will be sent to you for 
your reference. The report will include literature reviews as well as findings in experience 
survey and consumer research. 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to meet Mr. Law. Should you do not 
want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
Yours sincerely, 
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學生專題研究用赛 Student Research Projects 
C 305，Post-graduate Hall, � T h e Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Shatin, N.T.,Hong Kong. 
(116 8838 a/c 8355) 
January 18, 1992 
J. WALTER THOMPSON DIRECT 
Suite 1009-1012, Shui On Centre, 
6-8 Harbour Road, Hong Kong. 
Attn: Mr. Don Mitchell 
Managing Director 
Dear Mr. Mitchell 
Experience Survey on Direct-marketing in Hong Kong 
I am conducting a research project on "Direct-marketing in Hong Kong" as my 
MBA graduation project at The Chinese University. Therefore, I would like to have an 
interview with Mr. Mitchell that I can share your valuable experience and consult your 
expert opinions. 
My project is composed of three parts: Literature Review, Experience Survey and 
Consumer ^Research. I have already completed the literature review. At this stage, I 
believe that gathering opinions with practitioners would be helpful for the formulation 
of hypotheses in the consumer research. 
Specifically, my project will focus on evaluating the effectiveness of various DM 
tools ‘on lead and order generations. DM tools under studies will include direct-mailing, 
catalogue-selling, tele-marketing, direct response advertisement in TV or in printed 
media, and database marketing, etc. 
The interview will basically cover four areas: ‘ 
(i) an overview of J WALTER THOMPSON DIRECT, 
(ii) the business of direct-marketing in J. WALTER THOMPSON DIRECT, 
(iii) sharing of the concepts of direct marketing, and 
(iv) opinions regarding the effectiveness of various DM tools on lead and order 
generations. 
Con，t \ 
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The information collected will only be used for academic purposes in my MBA 
project. Upon the completion of the project, a copy of the report will be sent to you for 
your reference. The report will include literature reviews as well as findings in experience 
survey and consumer research. 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to meet Mr. Mitchell. Should you do 
not want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
Yours sincerely, 
i NG Yuk Kwan, Ivan 
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‘ 工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
學生專題研究用赛 
I Student Research Projects C 305, Post-graduate Hall, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
•�Shatin, N.T.,Hong Kong. 
(116 8838 a/c 8355) 
January 18， 1992 
LEO BURNETT, 
9/F., Mount Parker House, 
1111 King's Road, Hong Kong. 
• • r 
i Attn: Mr. Steve Meltzer, 
Creative Director of Direct Marketing 
•1 
Dear Mr. Meltzer, 
Experience Survey on Direct-marketing in Hong Kong 
I am conducting a research project on ”Direct-marketing in Hong Kong" as my 
MBA graduation project at The Chinese University. Therefore, I would like to have an 
i interview with Mr. Meltzer that I can share your valuable experience and consult your 
expert opinions. 
I My project is composed of three parts: Literature Review, Experience Survey and 
I Consumer (Research. I have already completed the literature review. At this stage, I 
^ believe that gathering opinions with practitioners would be helpful for the formulation 
. of hypotheses in the consumer research, j 
“ Specifically, my project will focus on evaluating the effectiveness of various DM 
tools on lead and order generations. DM tools under^  studies will include direct-mailing, 讽 catalogue-selling, tele-marketing, direct response advertisement in TV or in printed 
I media, and database marketing, etc. 
I ； The interview will basically cover four areas: , 
I \ (i) an overview of LEO BURNETT, 
« (ii) the business of direct-marketing in LEO BURNETT, 
I (iii) sharing of the concepts of direct marketing, and 
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學生專題研究用溪 Student Research Projects 
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The information collected will only be used for academic purposes in my MBA 
project. Upon the completion of the project, a copy of the report will be sent to you for 
your reference. The report will include literature reviews as well as findings in experience 
survey and consumer research. 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to meet Mr. Meltzer. Should you do 
not want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
Yours sincerely, 
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工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
學生專題研究用笑 
Student Research Projects C 305, Post-giaduate Hall， 
. T h e Chinese University of Hong Kong, �Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong. 
(116 8838 a/c 8355) 
January 18，1992 
OGILVY & MATHER, 
7/F.，Mount Parker House, 
Taikoo House, Hong Kong. 
Attn: Mr. Godfrey Rooke, 
Managing Director 
Dear Mr. Rooke, 
Experience Survey on Direct-marketing in Hong Kong 
I am conducting a research project on "Direct-marketing in Hong Kong" as my 
MBA graduation project at The Chinese University. Therefore, I would like to have an 
interview with Mr. Rooke that I can share your valuable experience and consult your 
expert opinions. 
My project is composed of three parts: Literature Review, Experience Survey and 
Consumer,Research. I have already completed the literature review. At this stage, I 
believe that gathering opinions with practitioners would be helpful for the formulation 
of hypotheses in the consumer research. 
Specifically, my project will focus on evaluating the effectiveness of various DM 
tools on lead and order generations. DM tools under studies will include direct-mailing, 
catalogue-selling, tele-marketing, direct response advertisement in TV or in printed 
media, and database marketing, etc. 
The interview will basically cover four areas: 
(i) an overview of OGILVY & MATHER, 
(ii) the business of direct-marketing in OGILVY & MATHER, 
(iii) sharing of the concepts of direct marketing, and 
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工商管理學院碩士課程 
MB A Programmes ， 
Faculty of Business Administration 
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學生專題研究用麥 广 ： Student Research Projects 
The information collected will only be used for academic purposes in my MBA 
project Upon the completion of the project, a copy of the report will be sent to you for 
your reference. The report will include literature reviews as well as findings in experience 
survey and consumer research. 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to meet Mr. Rooke. Should you do not 
want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
Yours sincerely, 
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Student Research Projects " 
C 305, Post-graduate Hall， 
v-s The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Shatin, N.T, Hong Kong. 
(116 8838 a/c 8355) 
. J a n u a r y 18，1992 
SAATCffl & SAATCffl 
22/F.，Shui On Centre, 
6-8 Harbour Road, Hong Kong. 
Attn: Ms. Gigi Farrell, 
Direct Marketing Manager 
Dear Ms. Farrell, 
Experience Survey on Direct-marketing in Hong Kong 
I am conducting a research project on "Direct-marketing in Hong Kong" as my 
MBA graduation project at The Chinese University. Therefore, I would like to have an 
interview with Ms. Farrell that I can share your valuable experience and consult your ‘ 
expert opinions. 
- - . - — • 
My project is composed of three parts: Literature Review, Experience Survey and 
Consumer •Research. I have already completed the literature review. At this stage, I 
believe that gathering opinions with practitioners would be helpful for the formulation 
of hypotheses in the consumer research. 
Specifically, my project will focus on evaluating the effectiveness of various DM 
‘ tools on lead and order generations. DM tools under studies will include direct-mailing, 
catalogue-selling, tele-marketing, direct response advertisement in TV or in printed 
media, and database marketing, etc. 
The interview will basically cover four areas: 
(i) an overview of SAATCffl & SAATCHI， 
(ii) the business of direct-marketing in SAATCHI & SAATCHI, 
(iii) sharing of the concepts of direct marketing, and 
(iv) opinions regarding the effectiveness of various DM tools on lead and order 
generations. 
Con，t……\ 
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The information collected will only be used for academic purposes in my MBA 
project. Upon the completion of the project, a copy of the report will be sent to you for 
your reference. The report will include literature reviews as well as findings in experience 
survey and consumer research. 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to meet Ms. Farrell. Should you do not 
want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
Yours sincerely， 
NG Yuk Kwan, Ivan 
r 
EXPERIENCE SURVEY 
Participants: Mr. Godfrey Rooke 
Managing Director of O&M Direct 
Mr. Ivan NG Yuk Kwan 
Second year student from MBA, CUHK 
Time: 5:00 p.m. 
Date: January 23，1992 
Venue: OGILVY & MATHER DIRECT, 
7/F.，Mount Parker House, 
Taikoo House, Hong Kong. 
An Overview of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong 
1. An overview of Ogilvy & Mather Direct 
-background/structure/line of business 
2. The business of direct-marketing in Ogilvy & Mather Direct 
-DM activities 
What kinds of DM activities are being offered? 
What are the considerations? 
-Clients 
What kinds of companies or products need DM? 
How are their attitude toward DM? 
-Ogilvy & Mather Direct 
As an agency, what problems have to be tackled in handling an account? 
3. Sharing of the concept of direct marketing 
-direct marketing in general 
4. Opinions regarding the effectiveness of various DM tools on lead & order 
generations 
-direct sales force 
-direct mailing 
-catalogue buying 
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EXPERIENCE SURVEY 
Participants: Mr. Ricky LAW Fu Ming 
Managing Director of BBRD Direct 
Mr. Ivan NG Yuk Kwan 
Second year student from MBA, CUHK 
Time: 5:00 p.m. 
Date: January 24, 1992 
Venue: BBRD & CHAN DIRECT, 
7/F., Hop Hing Center, 
8-12 Hennessy Road, 
Wanchai, Hong Kong. 
An Overview of Direct Marketing in Hong Kong 
1. An overview of BBRD & CHAN DIRECT 
\ 
-background/structure/line of business 
2. The business of direct-marketing in BBRD & CHAN DIRECT 
-DM activities 
What kinds of DM activities are being offered? 
What are the considerations? 
-Clients 
What kinds of companies or products need DM? 
How are their attitude toward DM? 
-BBRD & CHAN DIRECT 
As an agency, what problems have to be tackled in handling an account? 
3. Sharing of the concept of direct marketing 
-direct marketing in general 
4. Opinions regarding the effectiveness of various DM tools on lead & order 
generations 
-direct sales force 
-direct mailing 
-catalogue buying 
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To : Ms. Lindsey TAI, P.R. Coordinator, Amway H.KL Ltd. 
From : NG Yuk Kwan, Ivan Second year MBA (fall time) student 
(Pager : 116 8838 a/c 8355) 
Date : January 28，1992 
Re : Request for an interview 
With reference to our telephone conversation on January 22,1 am glad that you 
are very helpful in my research project regarding "Direct-marketing in Hong Kong". So 
I am writing to you to request for an interview so that I can understand the background, 
strategy, products and customers of Amway more. 
As far as direct-marketing is concerned, I have already completed literature 
review and experience survey. At this stage, I would like to focus on a particular 
company which is using direct marketing techniques. 
• • . -
I am particularly interested in Amway because of the following reasons: first, 
Amway is using direct selling strategy; secondly, Amway carries the product lines of 
health care(& home care products and kitchen wares; and finally, Amway has a very high 
awareness in Hong Kong. 
The interview will primarily based on the following questions: 
a. What is the history of Amway, including in America and in Hong Kong? 
b. How is Amway H.K Ltd. structured? May I have an organization chart of 
Amway H.K. Ltd.? What are the responsibilities of various departments? How 
is the communication system structured? 
c. What kinds of products are offered by Amway in Hong Kong? May I have 
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Student Research Projects 
d. How are the markets of these products segmented? 
e. What are the positioning strategies of these products? 
f. Who are the competitors of Amway in terms of sales channel, product categories, 
positioning strategies? 
g. Why does Amway choose direct selling to sell its products in terms of its 
marketing strategies and financial strategies? 
h. Who are the targeted customers of your products in terms of demographics and 
psychographics? 
i. Who are the agents of Amway in terms of demographics and psychographics? 
j. How were they recruited in terms of channels & selection? 
k. How does Amway monitor the performance of your agents? 
1. How are they rewarded? -
m. What are the career paths of them in Amway? 
n. What are the criteria for promotion? 
o. What kinds of training and assistance are offered to them by Amway? 
p. How do they approach their clients? 
q. How do they monitor the potential of their clients in terms of loyalty and value? 
r. How do they manage their relationship with clients? 
s. How do they satisfy their clients' needs in terms of product assortment & order 
fulfillment, etc.? 
Con't…… 
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t. How does Amway communicate with its agents? 
u. What is the turnover rate of your agents? 
V. Are there any other sales channels in Amway, besides agents? 
w. What are the objectives of the recent TV advertisement? 
X. What are the medium term objectives of Amway? 
y. What would the future strategies of Amway be? 
z. How are these strategies and objectives formulated? 
I would be grateful if I can have a chance to me6t Ms. TAI. Should you do not 
want to make me disappointed, please kindly arrange an interview and call me at 116 
8838 a/c 8355. 
一 Yours sincerely, 
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